Abstract: Unstructured mesh based codes for the modelling of continuum physics phenomena have evolved to provide the facility to model complex interacting systems. Such codes have the potential to provide a high performance on parallel platforms for a small investment in programming. The critical parameters for success are to minimise changes to the code to allow for maintenance while providing high parallel e ciency, scalability to large numbers of processors and portability to a wide range of platforms. The paradigm of domain decomposition with message passing has for some time been demonstrated to provide a high level of e ciency, scalability and portability across shared and distributed memory systems without the need to re-author the code into a new language. This paper addresses these issues in the parallelisation of a complex three dimensional unstructured mesh Finite Volume multiphysics code and discusses the implications of automating the parallelisation process.
Introduction
The demands of the engineering design community have led to the development over many years of a wide range of computational modelling techniques and software tools. Frequently, the shape of structural components or assemblies is determined to optimise the ow distribution or heat transfer characteristics, and to ensure that the structural performance in service conforms to requirements. From the perspective of computational modelling these activities are typically separated into:
Fluid ow and the associated heat transfer analysis (possibly with phase changes and chemical reactions), based upon Finite Volume (FV) and Control Volume (CV) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technology. Structural analysis again possibly with heat transfer, based upon Finite Element Analysis (FEA) techniques.
Until recently, little serious attention has been given to the coupled dynamic uid-structure interaction problems. Such problems are conventionally addressed by focusing on one phenomena with the e ects of the other represented crudely. The CAE community has tended to focus its attention on either ow or structural mechanics phenomena. From a computational perspective this is not surprising:
The Navier Stokes and related equations characterising the ow of uids have conventionally been solved by nite volume techniques with segregated iterative solvers. The stress-strain equations are almost exclusively solved using nite element methods with a long history of direct solvers.
Whilst this focus into distinct CFD and FEA software tools has adequately served the needs of engineering design, this constraint has proved to be less than adequate for the modelling and analysis of manufacturing processes because such processes often involve materials exhibiting both " uid" and "solid" mechanics behaviour. To model such processes adequately requires software tools that facilitate the interactions of a range of physical phenomena, including uids, solids and heat transfer as well as electromagnetic elds. There is also a demand emerging to analyse, what may be more generally called, the multi-physics aspects of the operational performance of engineering equipment in service (eg. wing utter). Given that it is di cult to solve such mathematically coupled problems by combining phenomena speci c software tools then it is argued that the next generation of design, manufacturing and process engineers will need computational modelling software tools which facilitate the analysis of multi-physics processes (ie. the interactions amongst phenomena). Finally, given that multi-physics modelling problems generally involve very large coupled sets of highly non-linear equations then the numerical solution is extremely demanding of machine resources:
Large number of variables, typically 10 -40 per node.
Complex unstructured mesh, over 10 5 nodes. Substantial temporal resolution, thousands of time steps.
The solution of complex continuum physical simulations on three dimensional unstructured grids, even of a moderate size, requires large computer resources in terms of both oating point operations and memory. As such, the multi-physics software tools need to be implemented on high performance parallel computers. The di culties encountered in implementing large scale CM codes on multiprocessor systems are now fairly well understood. Despite the claims of shared memory architecture manufacturers to provide e ective parallelising compilers, these have not proved to be adequate for large or complex programs. Signi cant programmer e ort is usually required to achieve reasonable parallel e ciencies on anything more than a few processors. Moreover, to achieve a scalable memory bandwidth for large numbers of processors (typically > 32) requires a Distributed Memory (DM) architecture. Even if such DM parallel systems could e ectively utilise the heavily promoted shared memory software environments, the parallelisation paradigms would still have to exploit the concepts of data locality if they are to avoid their scalability being bound by inter-processor communications.
For computational mechanics software, based upon nite element or nite volume discretisation procedures, the preferred paradigm to achieve high parallel e ciencies is Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD), where each processor runs the same program operating on a local subset of the problem. For codes employing iterative solvers the SPMD paradigm can readily be implemented by an overlapping domain decomposition procedure based upon mesh partitioning. This strategy is well established and much of the seminal work in this area has been recorded by two conference series c.f. 1, 8] .
For some years, the authors and their colleagues at the University of Greenwich have been working on algorithms and tools to automate as much of the parallelisation process as possible. To date, a set of Computer Aided Parallelisarion Tools (CAPTools) have been completed for parallelising structured mesh codes using the SPMD paradigm 4]. The intention of CAPTools is to allow developers of sophisticated numerical modelling codes to be free from the complexity (and errors) of parallelisation and yet provide a parallel code that is both maintainable with the original serial code and as e cient as could be achieved through hand parallelisation. Current work is at an advanced stage of extending CAPTools to cope with unstructured mesh codes. In this paper, we have used the parallelisation axioms implemented in CAPTools to explore the issues associated with parallelising a complex unstructured mesh code. The code used is PHYSICA, a three dimensional nite volume / nite element unstructured mesh code also developed at the University of Greenwich and targeted at general purpose multi-physics analysis. It contains solution procedures for strongly interacting uid ow, heat transfer with solidi cation and elastic visco-plastic solid mechanics. A portable parallel version of PHYSICA has been produced in such a way that there are minimal changes to the scalar code. The extent of the success of this exercise is re ected in that parallel PHYSICA has now replaced the original scalar code as the only distributed version of PHYSICA. The strategies used to parallelise PHYSICA have intentionally been developed in generic formats to allow inclusion of the techniques into the CAPTools package. Aside from showing parallel e ciencies on state of the art parallel systems, we discuss some of the issues that have to be addressed to produce a portable, supportable CM code that will run on such architectures. In particular we examine the implementation of dynamic load balancing scheme that can cope with a changing computational workload consequent of a change in the modelled physics. For example, in modelling a liquid that is cooling and solidifying the computation will initially be concerned with uid ow with no stress calculation and ultimately there will be no uid ow but a signi cant amount of stress calculation.
Domain Decomposition
The topology of the three dimensional unstructured mesh in PHYSICA is composed of three hierarchical mesh entity types: grid points, faces and elements. Elements are made of faces and faces are made of grid points. These entities provide a set of spatial references for modelling physical quantities. Physical variables may be associated with one (or more) of the entities. So, for example, a scalar potential such as temperature may be stored at each grid point, a ux such as momentum may be evaluated through each face and a volumetric quantity such as concentration evaluated for each element. The domain decomposition method used for the parallelisation of PHYSICA involves cutting the mesh into P parts or subdomains, one part to be allocated to each of P processors in a parallel machine. Each individual mesh entity is allocated exclusively to one subdomain. Each processor is said to own the mesh entities that constitute its subdomain. These owned entities are referred to as the subdomain core. This means that at the boundary of a subdomain a processor may or may not own all of the grid points in each owned face or element. Indeed it is possible for a processor to own none of the grid points in an owned face. Similarly a processor may or may not own each face of an owned element.
Each processor runs the same PHYSICA code storing and operating on only its subdomain and a globally consistent solution is obtained through the exchange of messages between processors. PHYSICA involves many complex numerical procedures and in order to maintain both user acceptance and convergence the parallel scheme must reproduce the original calculations if not identically then at least within the limits of numerical accuracy. A plurality of schemes are available for management of the solution across the inter-processor (inter subdomain) boundaries. The method used in PHYSICA is to extend each subdomain with a layer of nodes, faces and elements that reproduce the entities from each neighbouring subdomain. Such extension of a subdomain is popularly referred to as an overlap or halo layer. The depth or extent of this overlap layer is determined by the data dependency within PHYSICA. The element centred nite volume ow scheme for example builds a system matrix in which each row of the matrix represents an element in the problem domain and each coe cient in the row corresponds to each face in the element. In order to have available the data required to build the system matrix each subdomain must therefore be extended to include the faces that make up each owned element. Similarly the subdomain must be extended to include all grid points of all faces including the overlap faces. This provides a de nition of a rst level overlap. When solving for nodal displacement each row in the system matrix corresponds to a nodal degree of freedom (x, y, z) and each coe cient in the row to a degree of freedom for each node in each connected element. This requires a second level of element overlap to include all elements that contain at least one owned grid point. Subsequently the grid point second level overlap becomes every non-owned grid point of every element including the overlaps. These de nitions are not necessarily obvious but can be automated as fragments of the application code that describe the data dependency that are replicated in the mesh decomposition code to provide at run time a de nition of the overlaps. These replicated code fragments (known as inspector loops 9] 6]) generate information at run time that describes the mesh dependencies in a generic format. These dependencies are used by mesh partitioning utilities to generate partitions, overlaps and communication sets.
Mesh Partitioning
In order to balance the computational load, the mesh entity associated with the greatest amount of computation should be chosen for the initial or primary partition. This may not however, be a clear decision. Consider the system matrix for nite volume ow mentioned above. Is it better to have the same number of rows in the matrix or the same number of coe cients? The primary mesh partition may be obtained by several methods ranging from the trivially simple to highly sophisticated graph partitioning schemes such as multilevel recursive spectral bisection 1]. The preferred method available in PHYSICA is JOSTLE 11] as it provides control of the mapping of subdomains to processors 8]. A consequence of 3 dimensional partitions is the large size of overlap, potentially larger than the subdomain core and consequently large amounts of data to communicate. A consequence of this domain decomposition method is synchronised communication, every processor attempts to communicate simultaneously leading to saturation of the communication channels. Careful mapping of partitions to processors using JOSTLE can help to reduce saturation and so improve e ciency through localising the communication 8].
Inspector loops are used to build graphs G(N; E), of N nodes that represent mesh entities and E edges that represent connections between the mesh entities.
These graphs provide an accurate description of the data dependencies across the unstructured mesh. To generate a mesh partition, a graph of similar entities is used. So to obtain a primary partition of, for example, the mesh grid points then a graph of grid point to grid point connectivity is used. The graph is passed to the partitioning software, in this case JOSTLE, which returns a partition of the grid points The partition is simply an owner array that lists for each node in the graph (mesh entity) the number of the processor (subdomain) that owns the node. The primary partition for one mesh entity is then inherited by the other mesh entities. The derivation of these inherited or secondary partitions is through rules such as 'if the majority of grid points of an element lie in one subdomain then that element is allocated to that subdomain' This process does not guarantee that having a good balance in the initial partition will give a good balance in the secondary partitions. If, for instance, the average element degree changes signi cantly across the mesh then the imbalance may be signi cant. Load balance can be restored to the secondary partitions by using the secondary partitions as a starting point for heuristic based rebalancing using for example JOSTLE. This will inevitably decrease the alignment between the partitions for each entity and consequently increase the depth of required overlap and ultimately increase the amount of data to be communicated between the subdomains. This leads to a di cult machine dependent optimisation problem trading the ine ciency of communication against the ine ciency of load imbalance.
Having decomposed the mesh of N entities into P subdomains each subdomain of N=P entities is distributed one per processor where these entities are packed consecutively into memory and so are renumbered to a local numbering scheme from 1 to N=P. This allows e cient memory usage so that the size of problem that can be handled can scale with P. Each processor then operates on its own subdomain core and the solution of the original global problem is maintained through the exchange of data between adjacent subdomains. The paradigm is an SPMD method in that each processor executes the same program on its own subdomain. In practice this is a master { slave paradigm in that only one processor has access to the le system and this processor (processor number 1) is designated the master where all others are slaves.
Implementation
There are a number of objectives that would be desirable outcomes from a parallelisation strategy.
i) Minimise the changes to the original algorithm:
The parallel code should ideally produce identical results to the original serial code. Much e ort (and expense) is given to the validation of CM codes. It is vital that the parallel code shall meet the requirements placed on the original code. This can be a necessary requirement for acceptance by code users who are familiar with the results produced by the serial code and require con dence that the results generated by the parallel code execution are as reliable as those produced by the serial code. ii) Minimise the visibility of the parallel code:
The parallel code should be hidden from both the serial code developers and the parallel code users. This permits transparent maintenance of the parallel code alongside the serial code by the serial code developers. In addition this avoids deterring users from the parallel code. The parallel code user should not be required to perform any additional tasks to be able to run the parallel code. Code developers and users may be safely assumed to have no interest in parallelism and a signi cant interest in reduced run times and larger problem sizes. iii) Maximise parallel e ciency:
The parallel code must show signi cant speed-up over the serial code. The primary motivation for parallelisation is to reduce the code run-time. The parallel code must therefore use the parallel machine as e ciently as possible, otherwise the time and money expended on a parallel machine would be better invested on one or more serial machines. iv) Portability to most parallel (and serial) platforms:
Parallel code needs to make good use of currently available hardware. The Distributed Memory (DM) Multi-Instruction Multi-Data (MIMD) machine architecture provides an e cient hardware model that will map to all available machines. A programming model is also required to necessitate only the most primitive platform support without loss of e ciency. v) Scalability of computation:
Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) is the direction in which the cost e ective high performance computers are being developed. Although there continues to be much discussion concerning the implementational details of such MPP's, the development of high performance, highly integrated serial processors will inevitably lead to the interconnection of increasing numbers of such processors (Cray T3E, SGI Origin, IBM SP2, Sun Enterprise, DEC TruCluster). To take advantage of the full power of MPP's the performance of a parallel code needs to be able to scale with the number of available processors. Doubling the number of processors should ideally halve the run-time. vi) Scalability of memory:
Larger machines allow larger problems to be solved. To make full use of the distributed memory a parallel code must be able to distribute a problem over the machine memory. Globally dimensioned data items (data objects that are not distributed) must therefore be avoided. vii) Automate the parallelisation process:
The human e ort required to parallelise a CM code is signi cant. The majority of this e ort is demonstrably automatable for structured mesh codes 5, 2]. A strategy is required which can minimise human intervention in the process of parallelising unstructured mesh based codes.
Implementation of a message passing parallelisation into an unstructured mesh code must be largely hidden in order to comply with objective (ii). A structured approach to the parallel implementation can go a long way towards achieving this aim. The SPMD paradigm is used in the parallelisation of PHYS-ICA as it allows a single source code parallel program to be developed and maintained by the original code authors. The DD method is implemented as a simple extension of existing data structures and some additional data structures to de ne the mesh decomposition, overlaps and inter-processor communications. These additional data structures are contained in include les using common data areas so as to circumvent the original subroutine parameter lists and remain hidden. Mapping of the partitioned mesh to the original mesh (required to rebuild partioned data for output) requires a number of local to global maps that have to be distributed among the processors in order to remain scalable (objective (vi) ). In this parallelisation strategy a shell structure illustrated in Figure 1 has been used to build layers of (in)visibility within the code. The intention is to achieve a parallel code in which the majority of the original routines are not altered in any way. These are the routines in the outer shell. In the case of PHYSICA over 70% of the original serial code remains at this level.
At the next level are the routines from the original code that have been modi ed to function in parallel. A large number of these routines are changed only slightly in that additional subroutine calls have been included and some array dimensions and loop lengths are changed. The i/o routines unfortunately require extensive modi cation and remain a di cult area of code to parallelise. Parallel i/o hardware is uncommon and so a master{slave approach has been adopted to handle i/o processes.
The visible parallel routines are contained in a parallel utilities library that provides the required communication routines in a high level abstracted format and so forms a barrier to the visibility of the parallel implementation. At this level there should be no concept of master or slave processor or indeed processor number, position or communication channel. It is hoped that serial code developers should have no problem with this view of parallelism. Unfortunately there remain a number of instances in which it is required to mask i/o routines for master{slave operation.
The communication library provides the utility library with a very simple set of communication routines. This is a portability layer that provides a uniform functionality on all machines. PHYSICA uses CAPLib for this function and so PHYSICA can move onto any machine supported by CAPLib without any code alteration.
The innermost level is the native communication harness provided for the parallel machine. This may be PVM, MPI or other message passing libraries or shared memory functions. Only the most primitive send and receive functions are necessary at this level thereby guaranteeing portability to most hardware platforms. Higher level communications at this level may however be used to simplify or improve the implementation of the communication library.
Parallel Utility Library
Routines in the utility library are visible at the serial code level and must attempt to hide the parallel implementation while providing a parallel functionality which is conceptually straightforward. Simplicity of calling is of paramount importance in the library routines to achieve objective (ii). The mesh decomposition routines require extensive data structures and some globally dimensioned quantities. For example the computational mesh is read from le before it can be partitioned and distributed. Embedding of these routines in the parallel code may not always possible due to memory restrictions. For this reason much interest is directed towards parallel mesh partitioning software 12] and parallel mesh generation 3].
The communication sets that specify what to communicate, as in the core variables that are required in neighbouring subdomains and the overlap variables that are required from neighbouring subdomains, and where to communicate, as in which processor to send to or receive from, are simply the de nitions of the overlaps as produced from the inspector loops. Only ve types of messages required. Each message routine is implemented for each Fortran data type: integer, real, double, complex, complex double, logical and character.
Scatter
Scatter involves decomposition and distribution of a global data structure (read from le) from the master processor to the slave processors. This assumes that there is su cient memory in which to store the global data structure in order to scatter it. Scatter accepts as an argument a ag that describes the spatial reference and overlap depth required for the variable. After a scatter the master processor is left with redundant memory that should be recycled for future use (garbage collection). This operation does not scale well in terms of communication time but this is of little importance as it is only an i/o process and the limit is generally the bandwidth to disk. More di cult is the ability to scale this operation in memory as this requires some memory management techniques to be available (requires writing in Fortran but no problem for C).
Broadcast
Broadcast copies a piece of data from the master processor to all of the slave processors. Only master to slave broadcast is implemented as only this is required. This is an expensive communication as it requires communication amongst all processors and so su ers a latency cost that increases with P.
Overlap Update
Overlap update involves copying data from each subdomain core into the appropriate neighbouring subdomains overlap. Data that is required in an overlap is copied from the subdomain core of the processor on which it is calculated. Again an argument ag directs the routine to act according to the appropriate spatial reference and overlap set. This routine scales well as it only requires communication between neighbouring subdomains (processors) and so tends towards being constant for increasing P. A communication schedule is used to organise the exchange of messages into an e cient order.
Global Commutative
Global commutative (PVM reduce, MPI collective) involves performing some commutative arithmetic or logical operation across some of data held on each processor (e.g. global sum). A complete family of operations is implemented. Like broadcast this operation does not scale well.
Gather
Gather is the opposite of scatter in that a data structure distributed across the processors is reconstructed into a global structure on the master processor for the purposes of writing to le. This routine requires that the master processor increases its available memory to be su cient to store the entire global variable before it can be gathered.
Conversion from Serial to Parallel
Consider the following subroutine that crudely interpolates a grid point located variable YGP into an element located variable XEL. The routine also returns the maximum value of XEL as MAXXEL. The array NUM_GP_IN_ELE contains the number of grid points in each element and the array GP_IN_ELE contains the grid point numbers of each grid point in each element. Clearly this will not scale as each processor has a complete problem and the loop runs over all elements. Only the grid point coordinates required for the processors subdomain need to be stored. These will renumber implicitly simply through packing the required coordinates into memory as a consecutive list. So coordinates 1 to NUMGP become 1 to LOC_NUMGP where LOC_NUMGP is the number of grid points in the subdomain core. Similarly the coordinates for the overlaps become LOC_NUMGP+1 to XLOC_NUMGP where XLOC_NUMGP is the number of grid points in the subdomain including the overlaps. Grid point based variables such as YGP will follow the same renumbering. Element based variables XEL and NUM_GP_IN_ELE can also be packed into memory and follow a similar global to local renumbering. Packing GP_IN_ELE is not however so straightforward as this will produce a list of global point numbers for each locally numbered element. Pointer arrays PTR_ELE and PTR_GP are used to indirect the addressing of global element or grid point numbers to a local numbering scheme. PTR_ELE 
IF ( OWNER_OF_ELE(I).EQ.PROCNUM ) THEN DO J = 1, NUM_GP_IN_ELE(PTR_ELE(I)) XEL(PTR_ELE(I)) = XEL(PTR_ELE(I)) + + YGP(PTR_GP(GP_IN_ELE(J,PTR_ELE(I)))) END DO XEL(PTR_ELE(I)) = XEL(PTR_ELE(I)) / NUM_GP_IN_ELE(PTR_ELE(I)) IF ( XEL(PTR_ELE(I)).GT.MAXXEL ) MAXXEL = XEL(PTR_ELE(I)) END IF END DO
Here all original arrays have been packed into local memory but the owner array and two pointers are required that are globally dimensioned and so do not scale. Also there is widespread address indirection which will have a serious impact on the speed of execution. A quick optimisation is to move the element pointer indirection to a single instance. DO 
II = 1, NUMELE IF ( OWNER_OF_ELE(II).EQ.PROCNUM ) THEN I = PTR_ELE(II) DO J = 1, NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) XEL(I) = XEL(I) + YGP(PTR_GP(GP_IN_ELE(J,I))) END DO XEL(I) = XEL(I) / NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) IF ( XEL(I).GT.MAXXEL ) MAXXEL = XEL(I) END IF END DO
As PTR_ELE represents the local numbering implied through packing the elements into local memory then the value of I in the loop must run from 1 to LOC_NUMELE. The execution control masks can therefore be replaced by a change to local numbering in the loop limits. This avoids the need for PTR_ELE and OWNER_OF_ELE DO I = 1, LOC_NUMELE
DO J = 1, NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) XEL(I) = XEL(I) + YGP(PTR_GP(GP_IN_ELE(J,I))) END DO XEL(I) = XEL(I) / NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) IF ( XEL(I).GT.MAXXEL ) MAXXEL = XEL(I) END DO
The variables and mesh are now packed into memory but one globally dimensioned pointer array remains. If however, all occurrences of GP_IN_ELE throughout the code are as an index of PTR_GP (which must be the case as the contents of GP_IN_ELE are grid point numbers) then PTR_GP can be used to renumber GP_IN_ELE to local grid point numbering. And so the example becomes; DO I = 1, LOC_NUMELE
DO J = 1, NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) XEL(I) = XEL(I) + YGP(GP_IN_ELE(J,I)) END DO XEL(I) = XEL(I) / NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) IF ( XEL(I).GT.MAXXEL ) MAXXEL = XEL(I) END DO
But some communication is required. Values of YGP that lie in the overlap are required in order to evaluate XEL for some of the core elements. These values must be communicated in an overlap exchange using SOVERLAPX from the processor that owns the overlap grid points. The ag GP_OLAP instructs SOVERLAPX to use the grid point communication set on YGP. Also, each processor calculates a local value for MAXXEL, this must be evaluated as a global maximum using SGMAX which returns the maximum value of MAXXEL across all processors.
CALL SOVERLAPX ( YGP, GP_OLAP ) DO I = 1, LOC_NUMELE DO J = 1, NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) XEL(I) = XEL(I) + YGP(GP_IN_ELE(J,I)) END DO XEL(I) = XEL(I) / NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) IF ( XEL(I).GT.MAXXEL ) MAXXEL = XEL(I) END DO CALL SGMAX ( MAXXEL )
Remembering that NUMELE is passed into the subroutine as an argument then the calling routine can be modi ed to call GP2EL with LOC_NUMELE in place of NUMELE. Also the communication calls may be moved out of the subroutine into the calling routine.
CALL SOVERLAPX ( YGP, GPID ) CALL GP2EL ( MAX_GP_IN_ELE, LOC_NUMELE, LOC_NUMGP, NUM_GP_IN_ELE, + GP_IN_ELE, XEL, MAXXEL, YGP ) CALL SGMAX ( MAXXEL )
Now there is no code modi cation required in the subroutine. GP2EL becomes one of the routines in the outer layer of Figure 1 . The loop inside GP2EL could be used as an inspector loop to provide the dependence of core elements on overlap grid points. DO I = 1, NUMELE DO J = 1, NUM_GP_IN_ELE(I) C Add another element -grid point pair to the dependence graph
CALL ADD_TO_GRAPH ( ELEGP, I, GP_IN_ELE(J,I) ) END DO END DO
Here the graph ELEGP contains pairs of element numbers and grid point numbers that describe the required dependence (connection). This graph is a generic description of the unstructured mesh computation that can be used by the parallel utilities to generate partitions, construct overlaps and communication sets. As mentioned in section 2.1 a graph of similar entities is used to generate the primary partition. So for example an inspector is be found to produce ELEELE, the graph of element to element connection. This can be used by PRI_PARTITION (a wrapper to JOSTLE) to produce a primary partition OWNER_OF_ELE which can then be used with ELEGP to produce a secondary partition for grid points using SEC_PARTITION.
CALL PRI_PARTITION ( ELEELE, NUMELE, OWNER_OF_ELE ) CALL SEC_PARTITION ( ELEGP, NUMELE, NUMGP, + OWNER_OF_ELE, OWNER_OF_GP )
Special Cases
The elegance of this methodology is that once the problem geometry has been partitioned, distributed to the processors and renumbered then each processor runs its code largely as in the original serial program with the simple inclusion of a number of calls to the aforementioned message passing routines. Loops that originally ran over the total number of mesh entities now run over the total number of owned entities. Calculation is only performed on the subdomain core and data moves only from core to overlap. Theoretically there is no need to include masks to implement the owner computes rule and there is no need to adjust the loop limits in the code. That is the intention of the scheme, however in practice we nd that there are a number of instances where more involved tactics are required. There are usually a number of possible tactics. The choice as to which is the most suitable for a given circumstance may not be clear. This loop runs over each face to calculate the face velocity partial di erentials for each axis. These face velocity di erentials are then summed into the velocity gradients at the centre of each adjoining element so that every face in every element contributes to the velocity gradients at the element centres. The problem here is that some faces will contribute to overlap elements and some elements will require contributions from the faces that are not in the subdomain core. One possible solution, perhaps favoured by an automated parallelisation, would be to split the loop so that all of the face di erentials are calculated and stored. Then perform an overlap update on the face di erentials before running a second loop to sum the di erentials into the element velocity gradients. This method would require an extra memory requirement of 3 the number of faces to store the face di erentials. Also the second loop would have to run over the number of faces including the overlaps. A more scalable solution is to simply include after the end of the loop a call to a communication routine that adds the values for the element velocity gradients from the overlaps of each subdomain into the corresponding core values in the neighbouring subdomains. This scheme maintains the owner computes rule in that the face di erentials are only calculated on the processor that owns the face. Rather than communicate these values as they are calculated it is simpler to allow the loop to build partial contributions to the velocity gradients in the overlaps and communicate these values in bulk at the end of the loop even though this runs contrary to the notion that data moves only from core to overlap. Another advantage is that the only modi cation required to parallelise this code is the insertion of one simple communication subroutine call. One undesirable, but not seriously problematic e ect, is that the order of summation of the face contributions for some of the cells has altered. This leads to small numerical di erences between the serial and parallel execution arising from rounding errors in the summation.
Example B -loop inversion
Similar to example A his loop runs over each face to sum the face ux (Flux) into the element mass balance (Massbal) on each side of the face and ultimately determine the mass balance in each element. If this loop runs over each face in the subdomain core then contributions will be made to the mass balance in overlap elements. This could operate in parallel as in example A by adding a call at the end of the loop that will sum the overlap values for Massbal into the corresponding values in the core of neighbouring subdomains. An automated approach may be to perform an overlap exchange on Flux, extend the loop limits to cover the overlaps and then place an owner computes mask on the assignment of Massbal. There is however an alternative shown below. Here the loop is preceded by a call to update the overlap variables for the uxes. The original loop that runs over each face and each element associated with the face can now be inverted to run over each element and each face in the element. This new loop will address some overlap faces. The centre of the loop remains essentially the same as the ux through each face is summed into the element mass balance. There is no further requirement for communication but there is an increase in the amount of indexing required by the loops and an extra conditional inside the loop. Clearly this is an unlikely method for automation as it assumes knowledge of the Element_face data structure. The relative performance of each solution is machine dependent but in practice the loop inversion is used because a preceding section of the program requires the overlap values for Flux and so the overlap update for this loop is not actually required and hence the inverted loop requires no additional communication. Clearly such merging of communication is automated within CAPTools. In building the sti ness matrix for the solution of nodal displacement the loop runs over each element to collect the contributions from each degree of freedom of each node in each element. This involves a signi cant amount of work building for every element a sti ness matrix using the derivatives of the shape functions to calculate the inverse Jacobian and ultimately the derivatives of the shape functions. The coe cients of the element sti ness matrix for each element are then summed into the overall sti ness matrix. The problem is that some of the coe cients in an element sti ness matrix may not be required in the system matrix for the subdomain (processor) where they are calculated. Two obstacles block the communication of coe cients from the local sti ness matrices from where they are calculated to where they are required. One is that if the coe cients are communicated as they are calculated it would be di cult to synchronise the communications between the processors. For example the number of elements on each processor varies and so each processor would make a di erent number of calls to the communication routine. Even if we could synchronise these messages there would be a great number of messages required and so e ciency would not be good. Secondly the number of coe cients is too large (24 24 the number of elements) to be able to store all of them on each processor and then communicate the coe cients in one message at the end of the routine. Also the system matrix is stored in a packed format and so determining where in the system matrix to sum coe cients received from neighbours is nontrivial.
The solution adopted here is to let the outer loop run over the number of elements including overlaps. Unlike example A this requires a change to the loop limits in the source code from the total number of elements to the total number of elements plus the number of overlap elements. Here the sti ness matrices for each overlap element are constructed and so all of the coe cients required in the system matrix are calculated locally. This clearly breaks the owner computes rule and su ers the disadvantage of performing redundant calculations but compensates in that no communication is required and no extra memory is required. This routine consumes a high proportion of run time, perhaps as much as 40%. Results show however that the drop in parallel e ciency is not prohibitive even when the size of the element overlap reaches 100%. (The grid point coordinates and material properties are required in the overlaps for this scheme to succeed but these are required for other calculations and so do not require communication speci cally for this routine)
Communication
The required communication calls discussed in section 3.1 may be found in most of the message passing systems that have been developed to date. The range of available messaging systems is fortunately narrowing to PVM, MPI and a few others. In seeking to improve the parallel e ciency of an application it can prove useful to consider whether the application is latency or bandwidth bound. For many codes the majority of run time is spent in a small portion of the code, usually some form of iterative Ax = b solver scheme. Some schemes such as Jacobi and localised SOR type schemes have a tendency towards being bandwidth bound as the communication within the solver is dominated by an overlap exchange at every iteration. Overlap exchange requires two messages to be sent between each adjacent subdomain pair. Each subdomain needs to send some of its core data to every adjacent subdomain and likewise receive data from its neighbours into its overlaps. These messages can be transmitted in a variety of schemes that allow parallelism in the communication. Many messages can be in operation simultaneously. In general this means that the time required for an overlap exchange is 2 the time for one core to overlap copy the maximum degree of connectivity between overlaps. This leads to a communication that scales well with P. As P increases the maximum subdomain degree reaches a constant level but the size of the overlaps decreases so as P increases the tendency is for the time for an overlap copy to rise slowly and then begin to fall slowly. Others schemes such as conjugate gradient or GMRES tend towards being latency bound due to the predomination of inner products in the solver. Each inner product requires a global summation. This involves a small amount of data, usually just one word being summed across all processors. Clearly this is a latency bound message. Many di erent schemes are possible for implementing a global commutative function but the most e cient requires a minimum of 2n messages where 2 n P > 2 n?1 and so the time to complete continues to rise with increasing P 7] . This emphasises the requirement to achieve the lowest possible latency in order to implement a system that will scale to large P. It may be for example that a Gauss Seidel type scheme may provide better performance on a high bandwidth system and conjugate gradient schemes better performance on a low latency system. Calculation of norms for convergence criteria may dominate the communication requirements of both schemes leading to a strong latency bound. Scalability of calculation for small or moderate problems to large P requires low latency more than high bandwidth performance.
Asynchronous Operation
There are a number of parallel implementations that o er non blocking messaging. That is to say that a call to send, or more importantly, receive a message will return before the message has completed. For some systems this can allow the possibility of very worthwhile improvements in parallel e ciency by allowing the overlapping of calculation with communication. Unstructured mesh codes can take advantage of such facility through renumbering of the mesh entities. The communication sets that describe the required communication of overlap data between subdomains may be used to renumber the mesh entities in each subdomain such that the entities that are dependent on the values in the overlaps are numbered before the rest of the subdomain entities. A loop that runs over the number of entities in a subdomain, evaluating new variables for each of the variables may ordinarily be preceded with a blocking call to exchange overlaps. Having renumbered the subdomains the loop may be preceded with a non-blocking call to exchange the overlap variables. Now the loop can be split to evaluate the overlap independent core variables while the message communication completes. Synchronisation of the message takes place at the end of the rst loop to ensure that the data transmission has completed before the communicated data is used in the second loop to calculate the overlap dependent variables. This simple mechanism can allow overlapping of the time required for communication of the overlap variables with the time required for calculation of the independent part of the subdomain core (or possibly with other independent calculations). In many cases this overlapping of communication with calculation can be very e ective in hiding the majority of the overhead of communication with a consequently signi cant increase in parallel e ciency 7]. The extent of improvement in e ciency is highly dependent on the hardware implementation of communication. For some systems such a scheme o ers no advantage whatsoever but for others, notable those with twin processors per processing node, the advantage may be great. For many systems using a PVM or MPI type implementation with Unix running on each processor the advantage is not so much in hiding the delays of the communication within each processor but rather in hiding the delays in the communication network as seen by each processor.
Dynamic Load Balancing
A static mesh partition is unlikely to provide a good load balance when solving dynamic non linear problems in parallel using an unstructured mesh. Prediction of the load associated with each mesh entity (grid point, face, element, etc.) is not simple. Load variations due to di erences, for example, in element shape or perhaps grid point degree may be anticipated but some e ects such as changes in the discretisation or the physics associated with each entity may not be known until the code has run for some time. Cache e ects and inhomogeneous architectures further complicate prediction. Adaptive meshing involving re nement and de-re nement will inevitably su er from signi cant load imbalance. Even with a xed mesh, multi physical simulations such as the modelling of phase changes such as melting or solidi cation, can lead to signi cant imbalance. Here the application of ow calculations are required only for the liquid portion of the problem and similarly the stress calculations are only required for the solid portion. Such load imbalance may only be determined at run time. The presented algorithm monitors the work load at run time in order to predict the transfer of load between processors that will reduce the overall runtime of the computation.
Constraints of Dynamic Load Balancing
The load balancing algorithm and consequent data movement must be very fast in comparison to the overall run-time. Dynamic Load Balancing (DLB) is not merely a pre-processing step such as static partitioning but the algorithm and the consequent load migration may be performed frequently during the run time. DLB is an additional parallel overhead on the overall run-time. Load rebalancing will only provide a performance gain if the time to rebalance is less than the decrease in run time consequent from rebalancing the code. In addition, computational mechanics codes are very demanding of memory and so the memory requirement for DLB must be small in comparison the the memory used by the application. Implementation of DLB algorithms can be highly application speci c, decisions on granularity of monitoring and mesh migration are di cult to determine both statically and generically. A number of major issues have been identi ed in the implementation of a dynamic load balancing scheme 10]:
Timing
It is important to correctly determine the criteria that will be appropriate to re-distribute the data. Three inter-linking factors are involved: (a) The level of imbalance in each section of the code. (b) The run time for each code section. (c) The time required for calculating and performing a redistribution. These factors must be measured dynamically from the code and used to predict if the reduction in imbalance (idle time) will compensate for the cost of the DLB algorithm. This is achieved by forming a cost function that models the time for re-distribution and the predicted application code run time in relation to the rate of increase of imbalance. The model uses the number of iterations (n) between DLB redistributions to calculate predicted runtime. The DLB algorithm is required to predict an optimal value for n that minimises the runtime prediction function. Redistribution will be performed n iteration after the previous redistribution.
Load migration
The key aspects of load migration are to determine how much of each subdomain to move, which entities to move and where to move them. These issues are addressed in the related work on the JOSTLE mesh partitioning tool 12] which describes how an existing mesh partition can be modi ed by a completely parallel algorithm. The load imbalance information obtained from timing the application code is indicated by a weighted graph that is passed to JOSTLE, which will balance these weights in the resultant partition.
Granularity
The appropriate part(s) of the application code to time can vary widely between di erent codes. For example, one code may necessitate the timing of the top loop level (such as the time step loop) but another code may require timing of the lower loop levels (such as a loop within a conjugate gradient solver). For the DLB algorithm to be generic it will be more appropriate for the algorithm to automatically determine which levels of loop to time. Since the intention is to automatically generate DLB calls as a phase in the automatic parallelisation of unstructured mesh codes within the Computer Aided Parallelisation Tools (CAPTools) environment 4], the identi cation of all sensible loop levels and call addition can be easily performed.
Stability
Response to large changes in load have the potential to over compensate and lead to instability in the algorithm. It is imperative to avoid oscillation or cycling of the load across the processors and so a damping coe cient is incorporated into the algorithm to relax the movement of entities. The damping coe cient is calculated in response to the rate of change of work and consequently limits the speed of response to load changes.
Results and Conclusions
A small test case has been demonstrated on three parallel systems. These are the Transtech Paramid at the University of Greenwich, the Cray T3D at Edinburgh and the SP2 at Southampton. The test case solves a heat conduction and mechanical loading problem on a mesh of 8000 hexahedra. This is a small problem but as has been mentioned in the introduction such problems are still demanding on memory. This is the largest such problem that can t into one node of the T3D and the Paramid. It is necessary to operate with double precision calculations on the T3D and so even though it has twice the per node memory of the Paramid it can only accommodate the same problem size. The speedup curves in Figure 2 show the shape typical of a small problem giving diminishing returns with increasing P. The T3D performance is very good when it is realised that at 64 processors the size of the overlaps is around 100% of the core size. Speedup performance of the SP2 seems poor until one considers the run time graph in Figure 2 which shows the per node performance of the SP2 to be twice as good as the per node performance of the T3D. Nevertheless even for this small problem the performance across each system is worthwhile. A larger problem will only make these curves look better. To emphasise the comments on portability made in Section 3 the results are given for the T3D using both PVM and shared memory communications. This shows a clear separation of the two speedup curves as P increases.
The methodology advocated in this paper has delivered the required aims of e ciency, scalability, portability and minimal intervention in the original source code. This parallel code has been accepted by the original authors and is maintained as the only source for serial and parallel PHYSICA. Additionally the techniques enable automation of the majority of the parallelisation process, although some minor manual tuning may often be required.
